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Rob Scbrauck irrigates corn on his fann near Lone Rock with water pwnped
from nearby Bear Creek, a trout stream that the state is allowing him to use
during the drought under an emergency withdrawal program.

Most summers, Bear Creek is a pleasant place where Lone Rock farmer Rob Sebranek and his
kids can escape for a while, a modest and shaded stream where you can sink your feet in the cool
mud and maybe catch a trout or two.

But during this parched season, Bear Creek is helping Sebranek save at least a portion of his
drought-damaged corn crop. And he couldn't be more appreciative.

"It's helped tremendously," Sebranek said. "It's saving my crop"

Sebranek is one of dozens of farmers who applied to the state Department ofNatural Resources
for an emergency permit to pump irrigation water from neighboring streams. As oflate last
week, the agency had issued about 50 of the permits across mostly southern and central
Wisconsin, according to Martye Griffin, the DNR's waterway science and policy leader.

As a result, creeks that are usually little more than names on a map have become lifelines for
struggling farmers. Honey Creek in Iowa County. Sugar River and Badfish Creek in Dane
County. Blockhouse Creek in Grant County. Raccoon Creek in Rock County. The Pecatonica in
Lafayette County. And many others.

The DNR is taking a cautious approach to this summer's emergency withdrawals, Griffin said.
Each application requires a visit by an agency specialist before approval, Griffin said. He said
more than 20 requests have been turned down because inspections of the streams showed water
flows and levels were too low to support any withdrawal.

"There just wasn't enough water," Griffin said.

The agency looks at current levels and normal summer averages for the streams, Griffin said,
using data when it is available from gauges maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey. Even if
there appears to be enough water in a stream, he said, a withdrawal could drop the stream level
enough that the water temperature would rise, threatening sensitive populations of trout.

Griffin also said the emergency order from Gov. Scott Walker that allowed the withdrawals set
strict guidelines requiring the site visits and limiting the life of the permits to 30 days. The
program will last through Sept. 18, according to the emergency order. He said the permits limit
withdrawals to relatively small amounts, and some allow pumping only once or twice a week,
depending on conditions. Farmers are required to keep track of stream levels and to stop all
pumping if the water drops below a certain point.

"It's a real balancing act," said Griffin of protecting waterways while still providing farmers
some relief

George Kraft, a professor of water resources and director of the Central Wisconsin Groundwater
Center at UW-Stevens Point, said the emergency withdrawals illustrate the importance of efforts
to protect and conserve groundwater throughout the state as well as the need to strengthen the
laws that govern our use of water. Proposed legislation that would have strengthened controls on
irrigation near surface waters failed to advance during the last session of the state Legislature.

In central Wisconsin, where sandy soils require lots of water for farming and irrigation with
water pumped from high-capacity wells is widespread, streams and lakes have dried up because
of heavy irrigation in recent summers, Kraft said. With this summer's drought, Kraft said, stream
flows and water level surveys show dramatic drops there with some heavily used streams, such
as the Little Plover River, being very close to drying up completely.

Those same surveys, Kraft said, show streams outside the irrigated areas, such as Emmons Creek
in Waupaca County and Spring Creek in Portage County, doing well even in the face of the
drought.

"It tells us that streams are resilient when we have a lot of groundwater storage," Kraft said.
"And that we've taken out that resiliency in some places by pumping in the past."

On his farm near Lone Rock, Sebranek has placed a measuring pole in Bear Creek near his pump
so that he can keep close track of water levels. He keeps a close eye on it and said the water level
hasn't changed more than two inches over a month's time. Under his permit, if the water level
drops more than six inches, he can no longer pump from the stream.

Sebranek is keenly aware of the potential threat to the creek and aware, also, that some neighbors
worry that he'll remove too much water. He said he's using the water to irrigate 80 acres of corn
out of a total 600 acres. With care, he said, he is confident he can protect a stream that is
important to him and, at the same time, rely on nature's grace to get by during a hard time

"It's a good thing," Sebranek said. "We're protecting our livelihood here."


